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A Grand Tour
Theresa Morgan
Following the trend set by 19th‐

resort, Antibes, all home to Lost

century British aristocrats who

Generation expats and avant‐

sought warmer climes during

garde artists alike. Modernist

the winter months, on the

masters such as Matisse,

Monday of February half term a

Picasso and Chagall featured

group of Year 12 and 13

regularly on our tour of the

students of French and History

Riviera’s art museums, where we

of Art departed for Nice on the

challenged ourselves to describe

Côte d’Azur, accompanied by

the artists’ formal distortions in

Miss Romero and Miss Morgan.

French.

Over the next four days we
became well acquainted with
the city of Nice: starting off with
a very entertaining tour by our
charismatic French guide,
Pascale. We later explored the
flower and food markets of the
medieval Old Town, wandered
past casinos and Belle Epoque
hotels on the famous
Promenade des Anglais,

Having taken full advantage of

stepped in and out of

French cuisine, raiding the local

magnificent Baroque churches,

supermarkets and treating

and trekked up to a waterfall

ourselves to a daily dose of

with a spectacular view over

macarons, crêpes and Prince

the Baie des Anges. We also

biscuits, we returned home with

made a number of trips out of

suitcases crammed full with

the city: visiting the hilltop

colourful postcards and local

villages of Saint‐Paul de Vence

delicacies – the strong smelling

and neighbouring Vence, as

Provençal cheese perhaps being

well as the glamorous seaside

better off left behind!

Travellers’ Maze
Alex Smith, Catherine Parr and Lauren Eells
the Year 7‐9 competition and
Hepburn in Year 10‐13.
The challenges ended at
lunchtime with delicious food
from across the globe, organised
by Mrs Henry and the catering
team.
The day culminated in an
inspirational talk from Jonathan
Tait‐Harris whose varied career
has involved time with the police,
armed forces and in UN criminal
investigations. He said early on in
the talk that he wanted the girls
to take their own messages from
his stories and the whole school
On Tuesday 8th March, the whole

In House teams of up to 9 from

body could not help but be drawn

school embarked on a cross‐

Years 7‐9 or 10‐13, girls

in as he talked poignantly about

curricular day entitled “The

undertook a mix of 8 challenges

his time in Kosovo and Iraq.

Travellers’ Maze”. The girls were

each lasting 30 minutes. Every

treated to a team competition in

department took part and girls

Jonathan made us consider a

the morning designed to test

moved through different zones

world beyond our own and

their teamwork, creativity and

each offering the opportunity to

emphasised the need for the skills

leadership. The activities they

hone a different mix of creative,

of teamwork and leadership in

took part in covered a wide range

scientific, mathematical, artistic,

any field. He fully captured the

of topics outside traditional

communication, linguistic or

interest of his audience and there

subject categories, requiring

physical skills. Each challenge

was an enthusiastic round of

them to think on their feet to

was designed to require the

questions from the girls at the

solve them. A few examples of

participation of the whole team

end of his talk.

the challenges included:

and they amassed points for their



A‐mazing code

efforts under the categories of

The day was a real success and



Forced out

‘leadership’, ‘teamwork’,

huge thanks go to all the staff for



The Maths Tube Challenge

‘creativity’ and ‘quality of

their efforts on putting on such a



An egg‐citing eggs‐ercise to

outcome’.

memorable experience and to the

avoid eggs‐termination
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girls who wholeheartedly threw

Forensics: Crime Scene

When the scores were added up

themselves into the spirit of the

Investigation

at the end of the day the winning

day.

A Musical passport

teams were revealed as Eliot in

Maths Fest
John Stark and Paul Quarmby
On 11 March eight
mathematicians from Year 10
Elizabeth Down, Iva Grujic, Rinda
Naresh, Deluxshana Premakumar,
Karen Ramzy Yacoub, Sharuka

National History Museum

Ravichandran, Elena Tybulewicz,

Year 7 at the National History Museum where

and Leena Van Surell went to

they also visited the Wildlife Photographer of the

Maths Feast, a competition held

Year Competition exhibition.

at Langley Grammar School near
Slough. There was a culinary
theme to the day, featuring an
aperitif of a maths wordsearch,
followed by a starter of true/false
questions. The main course
comprised a poster about
complex numbers, which the
girls had to read, inwardly digest
and then respond to by answering
fiendishly difficult questions on
the topic. After each course, the
girls were served an
amuse‐bouche of a Countdown
conundrum.
The event went with a bang and

Language
Year 13 English Language students visited the
Junior School and conducted some reading and
writing activities with girls in Year 2 as part of a
study on child language acquisition.

the girls clearly enjoyed
themselves, and out of nine
teams, our two teams of four
came second and third!
The winner was, of course,
Mathematics!

Travel Award
Congratulations to Grace Curtis (Year 13) who has won a GDST Travel
Scholarship. The GDST receives a large number of applications from

The Nose

sixthformers in schools throughout the Trust for these awards. We

The chemistry of scents explored during Science

are all very proud of Grace’s achievement and look forward to hearing

Week.

about her travel project.
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Geography in the Chilterns
Louise O’Leary
Undeterred by the rather
inclement weather they
gathered data describing
‘evidence of change’ and

Tenner Challenge

conducted ‘non‐participant

Well done to all the teams who entered this

observations’ of unknowing

year’s Tenner Challenge – the enterprise

passers‐by.

competition for girls in Year 9. We have been
really impressed with the creativity everyone

Investigations complete the

has shown in coming up with selling ideas in

afternoon saw the emergence

such a short space of time (and how much profit

of a new sampling technique

they have made as a Year group!) The two trade

as the girls descended upon

fairs were hives of activity and

the cafes and eateries of

entrepreneurship.

James Adams

On a rather gloomy and very wet
February day our Year 8
Geographers headed off on a
trip to The Chilterns to
investigate; ‘The characteristics
of UK Rural Settlements’.

Henley‐upon‐Thames for
sweet treats to help in their
data analysis!
Well done Year 8 for your
skill, courtesy and cheerful
resilience throughout the day

Chemistry Olympiad
Philip Sheldon
Every year in January it’s time for the Chemistry Olympiad. This is a
national competition which is designed to challenge Year 13 Grade A
standard A Level students. It involves sitting a 2‐hour Chemistry paper
on a Tuesday after school.
Four girls from Year 13 entered. Emma Claxton and Amy Swift won

Winning Art
For the second year running, NHEHS students
have won a prize in the London Mayor's School
Design Award for the Fourth Plinth in Trafalgar
Square. Maya Shah and Lydia Batalona from
Year 7, who worked together to produce their
winning design (pictured above), have been
invited to the awards ceremony at on Thursday
28 April along with their teacher Ms Teusink.
Sophie Plowden

Bronze awards, Rebecca Yates won a Silver and Catherine Farrow a
Gold.
In addition, five adventurous girls from Year 12 sat the exam, as
practice for next year when they will be in Year 13. Hannah Lefroy
obtained a Bronze Award, a tremendous achievement but Natasha
Sharma went one better with a Silver. Well done everyone.

Battlefields Trip
Natasha Ketel

After waking up at a ridiculous
hour to get to school at about
5 am, a group of exhausted but
excited girls from Year 9 and 10
piled onto the coach. We were
accompanied by Mr Pepper,
Miss Young, Mrs Broekmann and
Mr Baines.
About 6 hours later, we arrived
in Belgium and began our tour
with a visit to Lijssenthoek
Cemetery. The hamlet of
Lijssenthoek was the site of the
biggest evacuation hospital in
the Ypres Salient and the
cemetery contains the graves of
almost 11,000 soldiers from 30
countries. We heard some of
their individual stories from our
incredibly knowledgeable guide.
Throughout the rest of the day,

we visited other cemeteries and

and trenches so you could

every time we were still shocked

experience what it would have

and moved by what we saw and

been like for the soldiers during

heard. In the evening, I think we

the war. After lunch, we visited

were all pretty relieved to reach

Tyne Cot Cemetery, the largest

the Poppies School Hotel in the

cemetery on our trip. Here there

centre of Ypres where we had a

are there are the graves of 8,367

quick rest before going for dinner

unidentified British or

at a restaurant nearby. We then

Commonwealth servicemen. This

watched the Last Post Ceremony

is about 70% of the total graves in

at the Menin Gate. This is a very

the cemetery. These graves are

special, moving tribute which has

marked with headstones which

taken place every evening since

are inscribed with the words

the 1920s. We even had the

“Known unto God”. It really began

opportunity to lay our own

to hit home how many lives had

wreath to show our respect.

been lost.

On Saturday, we made a quick

We were all fascinated by what

visit to a chocolate shop and had

we had discovered in Belgium and

a look around the other shops in

definitely learnt a lot more than

the town before we started our

we ever could in the classroom.

busy itinerary for the day. We

Even though we had only been in

visited Hill 60 and the Caterpillar

Belgium for two days, it felt like a

Crater which was more immense

month due to the amount of

than we could have ever

places we had visited, the stories

imagined.

we’d heard and the things we’d
seen. However, the journey home

In the afternoon, we went to

on the coach and via the ferry

what we all agreed was the best

gave us the opportunity to unwind

museum we had ever been to.

a bit as we watched movies and

There were recreated dug‐outs

relaxed.
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Latin and Greek Reading Competition
Francesca Sowerbutts
pronunciation and acting were
impeccable and rather moving. The
Greek section of the competition
was particularly interesting as I, for
one, had never heard Ancient Greek
spoken and I admired those who
performed it as the letters to me
looked unidentifiable!
The afternoon also included two
short talks by our judges
Dr Armand D’Angour of Jesus
College, Oxford, who has recently
been researching the sounds of Greek
Braving the March winds Simran

people; if it is in a different

Prasad, Grace Reid, Juliet Thornton,

music and poetry, and James

language then it becomes even

Ayesha Sehgal, Celia Riddiough and

Morwood of Wadham College,

scarier! However, it was surprising

Oxford, the author of many Greek

fun to perform the piece as I was

and Latin text books.

myself, set off for Queen’s College in
central London to take part in the
Latin and Greek Reading competition
organised by The Classical Association.

among friends.
We performed well and achieved
The story for the A‐Level Latin was

The competition as a whole was an a favourite of mine as it told the
story of a man whose mother and
exhilarating experience, although

bronze in the Year 9 category as
well as silver in the Year 11 Greek
and Latin categories. I certainly hope

slightly terrifying! Reading a piece

sisters ripped off his limbs, slightly

the same opportunity is open next

in English on a stage in front of an

gruesome but beautifully written.

year and it is a rewarding experience

audience sounds like something

It was fascinating to watch the

as well as a lot of fun, especially the

out of a horror movie for many

older students perform as their

rainbow cookies and Capri‐Suns they
provide in the interval!

Water Polo National Finals
Rob Bent
Well done to all the team who qualified and took part in the English Schools
Swimming Association, National Water Polo finals held at Northampton School
for Boys on 15 March 2016. Each girl in the team (Rinda Naresh, Jasmin Hall,
Anika Dhawan, Uma Shah, Cleo Cooper, Hermione Morris, Charlotte Killick, Jenny
Read, Imogen Barter, Issey Blackwell, Holly Wyatt and Caitlin Brazel) received a
sixth place medal and played extremely well against very tough competition.
This is the second time some of the team have qualified for the Nationals.
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World Book Day
Lucy Wheeler

Maths Team Challenge
On the 24th February our team of Mithra
Kumaran, Dhruti Vijay, Diana Razlog and
Nikhita Claerhout went to Preston Manor High
School to compete in the 2016 Regional Final
of the UK Mathematics Trust Junior Team
Challenge. The girls came 9th out of the 24
schools in attendance and achieved an
excellent score of 54 out of 56 in the
crossnumber round. A very enjoyable day of
great Mathematics!
Hannah Croft
Our special guest on World Book

creative writing on topics

Day was author Alwyn Hamilton

such as diversity, culture and

who talked about her debut novel,

identity.

Rebel of the Sands, the first story in
a forthcoming young adult fantasy

The theme for this year’s

trilogy published by Faber

costume competition was

Children’s Books. Alwyn held a

‘literary duos’ and as usual

Question and Answer Session and

competition was fierce and

signed copies of her book before

the standard incredibly high.

embarking on a masterclass for

The Owl and the Pussy Cat,

Year 10 girls. They worked closely

(pictured above) complete

with her on a range of analytical

with honey, money and pea

and creative tasks as well as

green boat, sailed away with

discussing their own individual,

the prize!

Computing Club
We have an enthusiastic team of girls from
Years 7 and 8 who enjoy Computing Club every
Friday. The club is run by sixthformers Rae

Parents’ Guild—Save the Date

O'Sullivan and Eleanor Brown and members
are working with KANOs, Raspberry PI
computers which come with Bluetooth

The legendary NHEHS Quiz night returns on Saturday 7 May at

keyboards, mouse tracker pads, wireless

7.30pm with a delicious curry supper, surprisingly drinkable

adapters and speakers. The girls are

wine and reasonably easy questions.

constructing the kits and testing the games and
software. The language the KANO uses is

Tickets are available from schooleventtickets@gmail.com

Python and next term we hope to be writing
software for the KANOs and creating our own
games.

Phil Nelkin
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GDST Champions
Amber Bonnor‐Moris, Sophie Claxton and Mia Mutadich

English Language
Our sixth form English Language students
enjoyed a day packed with fascinating
information and thought‐provoking ideas at a
conference at London University’s Institute of
Education. The day was designed specifically for
the syllabus which they are following and
included talks and a panel discussion. Topics
included a report on research into attitudes to
regional varieties of UK English, the analysis of
spoken and written texts and the emergence of
slang forms.
The inimitable Professor David Crystal (pictured
here with some of our students) was the final
speaker of the day. He entertainied and
educated us all with a review of the history of

From the 4th to the 6th of March

of last year’s Year 7 team). The

the English language from the point of view of

teams from Year 7 and Year 8

NHEHS Year 7 Bs came third, the

the nonstandard varieties – in particular, the

joined teams from other GDST

Year 8 As came 4th tying with a

regional dialects – which have always made up

schools around the UK for a

mixed, cobbled together team of

the majority of English usage.

weekend of netball at Condover

Year 7's and 8's who played for

Hall in Shropshire.

the made‐up 8 B team.

conference complemented what they had learnt

A total of 24 teams were entered

Aside from the actual

in school, giving them a wider understanding of

into the tournament. After the

tournament there were many

language and linguistic research, both in

group games the NHEHS teams

activities on site for us to

academic study and everyday life.

were delighted to discover they

take part in during our free time

had qualified for the cup and

and between matches. Some of

everyone was looking forward to

the activities included: trapeze,

the next day (Sunday) and to the

the gladiator ladder, conquest,

matches that would determine

laser maze, grid of stones,

their overall position.

tunnelling, abseiling, rock

The girls really enjoyed the day and felt that the

Lucy Wheeler

climbing, and a zip wire.
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After a lot of sweat and hard

The whole weekend was a lot of

work the Year 7 As eventually

fun and really good netball

won, (matching the achievement

experience.

3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693
Hannah Croft

The 14th March, if written in the

second Mrs Critcher, and in

decimal places and in third

American style, is 3.14, a.k.a.

third place Imogen Lawrence

place was Kayla Locke (Year 7)

Pi Day, and this year we

(Year 7).

with 67. Very impressive

celebrated in true NHEHS style

performances from all three.

by having a pie baking

Alongside our pie baking

competition.

competition was a Pi Recital

And finally at 1:59pm we were

Competition, where pupils

able to take our celebrations a

The pies were judged on

were challenged to recite pi to

further 3 decimal places (to

appearance, mathematical

as many decimal places as they

3.14159!)and loud cries of

relevance and taste and then

could. Eve Harrington (Year 11)

“Happy Pi Day” greeted all

eaten by all those in attendance.

came first by reciting 110

those within hearing range of

The top three pie bakers were: In

decimal places. In second place

the atrium.

first place Flossie Morris (Year 9)

was Li An Tan (Year 7) with 87

Linguistics Olympiad
Patricia Esler
The winners were:
Gold award
•

Anoushka Rajah

Silver award
•

Frances Coleman

•

Natasha Sharma

Our Year 12 linguists entered this

language from Guatemala),

Bronze award

years’ UK Linguistics Olympiad

Estonian, Somali, Nhandi (an

•

Anna Dobson

handling a range of fiendish

aboriginal language) and Nung (a

•

Iman Khakoo

problems in Kaqchiqel (a Mayan

Vietnamese language).

•

Kimran Virdi

•

Miranda Simmons
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Science Week 2016
Jenny Bushel

and Sports Science experiments,
helping us to understand more
about some areas of science we
don’t hear as much about in
school. Thursday saw the school
becoming beautifully scented
with not one, but two,perfume
workshops, given by Mrs Cranmer
and by Sarah McCartney, a local
perfumier and entrepreneur. The
Science Week 2016 saw another

brilliantly presented by

girls tried out various different

exciting, action‐packed

Dr Emma King. We got the

perfume ‘notes’ before creating

programme. The week kicked off

chance to see various exciting

their own scent.

on Monday lunchtime with a

experiments which demonstrated

teacher University Challenge

just how much energy is in our

There were also some fantastic

competition, with questions

food, and looked at the job of the

entries in the Science Photograph

devised by the Year 12 Science

digestive system in breaking

competition, which this year had

Secretaries. It was a hard fought

down and processing the food we

a theme of ‘on your doorstep’.

match and competition was tight,

eat. Mrs Henry and the catering

Finally, Friday saw ‘Demo Day’ –

but eventually Physics emerged

team continued the food theme

Chemistry made bath bombs and

victorious.

the next day with a delicious

experimented with dry ice,

science‐themed lunch.

Physics caused our hair to be
raised with the van der Graaf

On Tuesday, Years 7 and 8 were

10

treated to the Royal Institution’s

During the week girls were able

generator, and Biology carried

‘Explosive Food Roadshow’,

to participate in some Psychology

out rat dissections.

Explosive Food
Andy Crame

Sweet Smelling
Sarah McCartney of the microperfumery
4160 Tuesdays based in Acton, ran a perfume
workshop for us during Science Week and she
soon had our noses hard at work.
Sarah told us about how she composes a
fragrance, what can provide the inspiration for
a fragrance, and the association of fragrance
and memory. She set us to smelling a dozen
Dr Emma King of the Royal

different notes such as strawberry, grapefruit,

Institution brought Year 7 and 8

opponax (that’s sweet myrrh), orris, amber and

the Explosive Food Roadshow as

hedione on smelling strips.

part of our Science Week
celebrations. She looked at the

We then voted on the notes we liked the best,

energy stored in food, starting

and Sarah weighed out the aromachemicals and

off with ‘ The Screaming Jelly

blended them. The resulting fragrance was

Baby’ illustrating the energy

judged to be well crafted with a bold and bright

released when sugar reacts with

character. We could not decide on a suitable

oxygen and showed how the

name with suggestions including ‘Honey Berry’

energy in seemingly inert foods

and ‘L’Elixir de Nhehs’.

such as flour, can be released
Each girl received a sample spray bottle of our

when they are in the form of a
dust. The resulting tower of
flame was very impressive.
Volunteers from the audience
were involved in an experiment
on how some people can taste
certain foods while others
cannot and also how the sense
of smell is involved in taste.
There was also a very graphic
demonstration of how food is
processed by the body,
accompanied by a video of

Emma’s intestines taken with
a camera pill. The finale again
showed what happens with
food energy in a confined
space, the exploding flour tin
finishing the performance

composition to take home and enjoy.
Our thanks to Sarah McCartney for sharing her
world of composing handmade scents.
Holly Cranmer

with a bang.
The whole event was
thoroughly enjoyed by
everyone and we will never
again think about food as just
something we eat.
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Ski trip to Bardonecchia, Italy
Sophie Genge & Imogen Davies

Maths Challenge
In February, a large number of students from
Years 9, 10 and 11 took part in the Intermediate
Maths Challenge a national competition run by
the UK Mathematics Trust. The Year 9 winners
are pictured above but a special mention here
to the Year 10 girls who came in to do the
challenge before school!
The Maths Department would like to say well
done to all who took part with such enthusiasm.
We are delighted to announce that between
them 75 students have been awarded 6 gold,
31 silver and 38 bronze certificates.
The gold certificate winners were
Sharuka Ravichandran (Best in School & Best in
Year 10)

36 girls from Years 8 and 9 girls

evening activities with

braved the Italian Alps this half

enthusiasm: the quiz night,

term for a skiing adventure.

where they showed off their
knowledge of the resort; the

Eve Harrington (Best in Year 11)

Many were novice skiers and

Kishayini Sivakumar

pizza night where they were

all made excellent progress,

Orianna Akker

commended by the waiters for

some managing to move up

Georgie Howes

their polite behaviour; and the

into the intermediate group in

Karen Ramzy Yacoub

disco where they took over the

the course of the week. It was

dance floor.

exciting to watch them hurtling
A special mention goes to the ‘Best in Year 9’

down the slopes in snake‐like

The girls were excellent

Bethan Davies‐Asmar who won a silver

formation under the care of

ambassadors for the school

certificate.

their excellent instructors.

and it was a pleasure to see

They showed growing

them build on their skiing skills

As a result of doing so well, all 7 of these

confidence and skills and we

as well as make new, and

certificate winners were invited to take part in a

are delighted to report there

perhaps unexpected,

further international competition that

were no injuries – despite a

friendships. We enjoyed their

originated in Australia and is called the

couple of poles being broken in

company and would like to

‘kangaroo’.

two!

thank Ms Esler, Miss Cagnino

Helen Critcher

and Mr Adams for
Although exhausted from five

accompanying us and helping it

hours skiing each day, the girls

all run so smoothly.

threw themselves into the
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Classical Greece
Anya Popat

On the 13th of February 2016,

grand backdrop. We visited the

On the final day, we set out for

15 avid Classicists set out on an

spot where the Delphic oracle

the theatre at Epidaurus which

unforgettable trip to Greece. The

pronounced her prophecies, and

has incredible acoustics (as

first stop was Athens where the

the site of the Temple of Apollo,

proven by us dropping a coin in

food was not as bad as we

and where the Pythian games

the centre and hearing it from

thought it would be (fortunately),

would have taken place. As we

the very top tier of seats.)

and we ended up falling asleep

left we agreed that Delphi, was

Following on from that, we

very quickly (predictably,

unfairly underrated and deserves

arrived at Tiryns ‐ a hill fort

considering the long journey.)

to be better known.

ranging back seven thousand
years! It had cyclopean tunnels

The next day, we set out for the
Acropolis by train. There were

We then set out for Olympia,

and strong walls. Our final

delays due to a farmer’s strike,

where in a cafe, we experienced

destination was Mycenae ‐

but the sun was making its

the unexpected ‐ a 5.3 earthquake!

which is famous for its Greek

delightful presence felt. Our

Luckily, no harm was caused, but

mythology and legends ‐ it is

cameras were out as we

the thing that confused us was

said that Agamemnon was

marvelled at the magnificent

how unfazed the locals were! We

buried there.

architecture such as the

returned to the hotel, a little

Parthenon and the Temple of

cautious in case of another

On our final day we headed,

Athena Nike. Then we set off on

earthquake. The next day, we went

rather morosely for the airport,

in our minibus (nicknamed the

sightseeing in Olympia and saw the

already missing Greece and

‘party bus’) to Delphi.

Temple of Zeus and The Temple of

Mr Smith enthusiastically

Hera, as well as the Roman

narrating myths in the early

The majority of us were

emperor Nero’s villa. After that,

mornings of the 4‐hour coach

astonished by how beautiful and

we ran (/skipped/walked) across

journeys. Thank you, Miss Nicoll

picturesque Delphi was; the sea

the Olympic running track.

and Mr Smith for such a

and the mountains provided a

memorable trip. We had an
amazing time!
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Charity News
Louise O’Leary
round Pitshanger Park. Girls
were in competitive mood as
they took to the course on what
turned out to be a beautiful
Spring afternoon.
Teams completed the course at
an impressive pace, and it can
now be revealed that the
winning team, who managed to
walk 10k in just 87 minutes,
were: ‘Shades of Green’
captained by Rosie and Jessica
Battle – closely followed by:
‘Shades of Black’ whose
This term has once again been a

approximately £500 through

vibrant and lucrative time for

events such as: ‘Are you smarter

NHEHS Charities. Girls across all

than a 12 year old’ and ‘Guess

Years have successfully

the Teacher Baby’ in support of

demonstrated team work,

Great Ormond Street Hospital,

determination and ingenuity in

Maggie’s Hospice and Unique.

their collaborative efforts to
support of a range of national

Recent weeks have seen Year 7

and local charities, many of

debut their fundraising skill with

which have personal relevance.

‘Teacher Challenge’ and ‘I’m a
teacher get me out of here’ –

In the first half of term fun was

and 7E’s ‘Teacher Olympics’

the theme, as girls from Year 9

which rounded off the week

hosted events that ranged from

before the Easter holidays.

‘Bubble ology’ to the ‘Teacher’s
Bleep Test’ raising almost £1500

A new addition to the ever‐busy

for national charities including

Charity Calendar was a

Forward, Shelter, Rays of

sponsored walk in support of

Sunshine and Centre Point.

Plan UK. This new event,
originally proposed by last year’s
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February brought the turn of

Head Girl Team, saw a dozen

Year 8 who focused upon the

teams of Year 12 ‘Big Sisters’ and

gentle and ever popular art of

their Year 7 ‘Little Sisters’

‘teacher humiliation’, raising

complete a timed, 10k walk

relentless stride saw them
complete the course in
93 minutes. Sponsorship money
is still being counted, but to date
you have raised just under
£2500, which will go towards
supporting almost 70 girls for
one year in the developing world,
facilitating access to safe
education, providing health care
and delivering practical solutions
to help girls lift themselves, their
families and their communities
out of poverty.
Ms Baboolall and Ms O’Leary
would like to offer a huge thank
you to all of the girls and staff for
their hard work and enthusiasm
this term and of course to all the
parents who have supported
their daughters’ fundraising ef‐
forts. Thank you!
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Learning Amazons
Kitty Scales

Year 9 Money Matters
Just before Easter , Year 9 spent a Tuesday
morning in the company of Matt and Steve from
Bright Futures: World of Enterprise and enjoyed
Money Matters ,a programme designed to help
them become more financially aware and
capable.
On 10th March girls in Year 8
presented their Learning Amazon
Projects to the whole of the
Lower School and a staff
feedback panel. The

Our Learning Amazons are:

Bright Futures has developed the event to

Grace Murphy: There is no

help students understand more about the world

such thing as a perfect

of personal finance, and to encourage them

translation

wake up to the fact that where there’s money,
there’s responsibility.

presentations were fantastic and

Ambar Minhas: Sexism

we were impressed by each girl’s

Milly Buckroyd: Does

ability to argue her case and

They began with activities which raised financial

literature make us better

explain her research. The girls

awareness of the issues most likely to affect

people?

students over the next few years as they get to

Felicity Rylatt: What is the

grips with their personal finances: APR, the

world’s most influential book?

Stock Market, personal loans, overdrafts,

also proved adept at thinking on
their feet when called upon to
answer tricky questions from the
audience.

Cristina Cope: How will the EU
referendum affect you?

mortgages, cheques and debit cards, credit
cards, store cards and budgeting.

Learning Amazons is an optional

Diana Razlog: What political

project, aimed at providing

An action packed morning of creative activities

issue is the most important for

Year 8 girls with an opportunity

and interactive learning proved a dynamic and

you and why? The Syrian Crisis

fun way to learn about matters which are too

Zoe Millionis: What political

often shrouded in mystery and confusion.

issue is the most important to

By the end of the morning our students were

you and why? Political

better equipped to answer questions such as

Correctness

“How do I get the money to have a good time

to pursue an area of personal
interest and make cross‐
curricular links. It aims to
encourage independent learning
skills, academic courage and
presentation and questioning

Grace Sergeant: What political

skills. It is a great achievement

issue is most important to you

to complete this project and the

and why? Australian Gay

girls who did so should be very

Marriage Debate

proud.

and study?” “Why did that new outfit cost me
twice the price it said in the shop when I used
their store card?” “Will the experience of
student loans teach me wrong attitudes to
money?” and even “When should I start to pay
into a pension?
Christine Maynard

15
15
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Gender in Ancient Greece
Elizabeth Down

The Edinburgh Connection
With Alumnae scattered across the globe, a far
(but not too far) flung city like Edinburgh was
the perfect choice for the NHEHS Old Girls’
Association first ‘regional tea’. On 20 February a
small group of Old Girls, met at Hotel du Vin, a
cosy venue in Edinburgh’s Old Town, tucked
away between the Royal Mile and

A few weeks ago, a group of

‘proper man’ from the older

classicists sat in the sixth form

one.

common room and discovered

The Meadows.
The Old Girls, who had left between 1956 and
2007, had all followed paths which for
various reasons ,and at various times, had taken
them from NHEHS to Scotland.
We had a wonderful afternoon exchanging
stories about school, and teachers past and
present, and it was fascinating to hear the
breadth life experiences and careers
represented which included medicine, geology,
teaching and campaigning.
The afternoon flew by and as everyone went
their separate ways, we were all determined to
make an Edinburgh NHEHS Old Girls reunion a
permanent fixture of the OGA calendar.
Lucia Hull

what we had all suspected for

Dr Omitowoju also discussed

ages‐ the biology teachers have

the ancient Greeks’ views on

been lying to us. According to

gender and the roles of men

the ancient Athenians, the

and women in society,

womb was in fact not fixed in

illustrating how these ancient

one place (as we have all been

attitudes to gender can be seen

taught) but instead wanders all

quite clearly in the writings of

over the body.

Greek authors which we study
as set texts at school. She also

In a fascinating talk by Rosanna

drew striking comparisons with

Omitowoju, Fellow in Classics

our modern world where

and Tutor at King's College,

gender roles are still an

Cambridge, we learnt not only

important issue.

about the ancient Athenians
and their sometimes very

As well as enriching our

strange ideas about how the

understanding of Athenian

female body functioned, but

literature and life, the talk was

also about their views on

valuable for anyone with an

homosexuality. Men were

interest in gender issues and of

expected to have had a

course we all now feel

relationship with another man,

equipped to offer authoritative

to make them more masculine.

diagnoses to that well known

The roles within this

complaint of ‘a pain in your

relationship were well defined

neck’. Don’t bother with the

with the younger man

doctor, it’s just the womb

expected to learn how to be a

trying to travel into the head,
apparently.
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CERN Trip
Lily Stott and Sydney Stevens
Our guide, showed us round

such experiments could lead to

collections of antique watches

break‐throughs in the world of

from all over Europe, some dating

science, for example the

back to the 19th century.

discovery of the Higgs Boson
particle. We also had an

Before returning to our comfy

interesting talk about the

hotel, feeling we had earned a bit

computing and programming

of indulgence after our long day of

that underlies the hadron

We arrived at Heathrow on the

sightseeing, we went to a pizzeria.

collider. There was a quick

17th of February at 5:30am,

A good night’s sleep was followed

opportunity to get photos and

freezing cold and tired but super

by an amazing Swiss/French

selfies with the mechanical

excited for the journey ahead which

breakfast, which refuelled us and

models in the museum, eat

would take us via some of the

powered us on for the long

lunch and then we headed back

sights of Geneva to the home of

awaited visit to CERN.

on the tram to our hotel for a

CERN, the world’s largest hadron
collider.

We travelled through Geneva on

well‐deserved powernap.

the tram, and arriving at CERN had

That evening we enjoyed a long‐

After the short flight, we were

an introductory talk on the basic

anticipated fondue. Having

whisked off on a tour which led us

structure that powers these

eaten our molten cheese and

to discover the amazing and

experiments. There are four

bread, we enjoyed the

surprising features Geneva has to

experiment sites, and the task of

entertainment: a band who

offer. Our first stop was the United

the LHS ring (the largest ring is

seemed able to make music

Nations building, which is located in

used to accelerate particles) is to

from any object. We even had

Switzerland because of the county’s

collide protons, at speeds almost

the opportunity to join in as

neutral status. We were all eager

mimicking the speed of light. This

some of us went up to blow

to find out what happens inside

recreates conditions which were

through the extremely long

here on a day‐to‐day basis. We

present at the moment of the Big

horn, which was harder than it

were taken round the different

Bang, and can therefore lead to the

looked. Back at the hotel we all

halls and were told of the many

discovery of new particles created

collapsed into our beds

important conferences and

by these collisions. The idea alone

exhausted by the amazing day

decisions that had been made in

was fascinating to all of us, so we

we had just had and mentally

the very rooms in which we were

were excited to learn about the

preparing ourselves for the early

standing. It was, in addition,

internal structure and processes

wake‐up call the next morning.

definitely an inspiration for the

that make up this 27‐kilometre‐

budding interpreters among us!

long laboratory.

After lunch inside the UN building,

We were told a bit about the

up on our sleep and landing at

we headed to the Patek Phillipe

details of how the structure of the

Heathrow in the afternoon, we

watch museum, which was again a

experiments fit together, and it

were all very sad that our short

chance for us to learn a bit more

was amazing to find out how

Physics trip had come to an end.

The journey home was used by
most of us as a chance to catch

about another area of Swiss history.
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EPQ Festival
Rebecca Irwin
Presentations took place
simultaneously in several
locations in the school with the
audience able to choose which
ones they were interested in
attending. All the students spoke
eloquently and demonstrated
superior specialist knowledge on
topics they had researched
entirely independently.
Invited guests included
Governors, alumnae and GDST
Trustees as well as Heads, Heads
of Sixth Form, and EPQ
In March we launched an

EPQ projects need not take the

initiative designed to showcase

form of a traditional learned

the tremendous work our sixth‐

paper. Ebony Shire from NHEHS

formers put into their EPQs

presented a 25 minute

(Extended Project Qualification).

documentary film examining the
extent to which the social status

18

Coordinators from GDST and
local schools. Along with an
audience of our own Year 11 and
Year 10 students they listened
attentively and following each
presentation were able to ask
questions. There is no doubt

The EPQ requires students to

of black women living in Britain

make a presentation to a panel

has changed since the 1970s and

of peers and staff describing

Naomi Lefroy had also chose the

their research. Everyone who

documentary format for her

attends these presentations is

project entitled ‘Does Antarctica

always hugely impressed by the

really matter? ’ Other NHEHS

Lunchtime brought a wonderful

quality of the work and the level

projects included the exodus of

buffet and opportunity to chat

of originality and research that

Eritreans from their homeland

about the variety of

the projects show. Our EPQ

(Amel Hamilton), government

presentations – the only

Festival was designed to allow us

intervention in increasing the

difficultly being choosing which

to bring these presentations to a

representation of women in UK

one to go to next! A selection of

much wider audience.

politics (Isobel Warren) and the

the presentations is available for

significance of language in
On 18 March we set aside a day

the girls on Planet e‐stream –

literary dystopias (Lily Johnston).

and EPQ students from NHEHS,

and judging by the flood of

The range of projects from other

Putney High, Oxford High and

positive thanks and feedback – it

participating schools was equally

Wimbledon High were involved

looks like our inaugural

broad and covered science,

in delivering an impressive array

EPQ Festival has set an inspiring

history, music, fashion, politics,

of presentations.

psychology and art.

they were impressed and
intrigued by the sophistication
and genuine love of learning on
display.

precedent for future years.
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House Shout it Out!
Harriet Hardy

The 11th House Shout kicked off

and dimmed lighting. Other

this year, louder than ever, on

notable moments included

the theme of ‘British Divas’. As

Nightingale’s brilliant dance

the school crowded into the

moves accompanying their

Main Hall with giant cut out

powerful rendition of Valerie,

On Your Doorstep

letters, lizard onesies, war paint

Eliot’s inspired use of ‘E’ props

This year the Science Photography competition,

in house colours and elephant

and imaginative manipulation

theme was ‘On Your Doorstep’. The competition

headdresses, I was struck with a

of the lyrics (with a zig‐a‐zig‐

is open to everyone, girls and staff, and as usual

warm sense of pride as I

“E”!) and Hepburn’s well‐

the entries were of a very high standard.

witnessed the girls doing what

rehearsed and entirely fluent

The winners were:

they do best: working as a team,

B.O.B rap!
YEAR 7

being confident in their roles and
approaching it all with flair and

The judging panel of the Head

Winner

Anika Malhotra

vigour.

Girl Team, Ms Hunt and

Runner‐ up

Anoushka Hall

Ms Hardy had an incredibly

Highly Commended

Alice Szlachetko
Isabella Morgan

We were overwhelmed with the

tough job deciding on a

girls’ originality and dynamism

winner but eventually decided

and highly impressed with the

YEAR 8

that Hepburn deserved the

Winner

creative interpretation of this

prestigious House Shout

Runner‐up

Zareen Hyatt

year’s theme which included

victory. As always, we were

Highly Commended

Chloe Braganca Vasconcelos

Hepburn’s carefully

struck by the strong

choreographed performance of

leadership skills demonstrated

YEAR 9

Price Tag by Jessie J, a rousing

by the House Captain team

Winner

Erin Malinowski

rendition of Amy Winehouse’s

who pulled off yet another

Runner‐up

Katya Federovskaya

Highly Commended

Ines Mubgar‐Spencer

Valerie by Nightingale and an

amazingly energetic,

amusing interpretation of the

captivating and entertaining

Spice Girls’ Wannabe by Eliot.

show in only 3 rehearsals.

The House Captains’ energy and

Thushika Ravichandran

Ella Campbell
Year 10
Winner

Sharuka Ravichandran

enthusiasm could be felt rippling

So Rumour Has It, as shown by

through the Houses and was

exhilarating dance moves and

Year 12

raised to further heights by

passionate delivery, that there

Winner

Ms Davies’ rousing whole school

is a British Diva in us all. So I’ll

‘Mexican wave’ warm up.

Tell You What I Want, What I

STAFF

Really, Really Want, I want to

Winner

Ms Evans

This year the hymns were sung in

urge you to dig out your

Runner‐up

Mrs Critcher

perfect unison and were made

favourite British pop song and

Highly Commended

Mrs Critcher

particularly atmospheric and

get boogying, because after all

memorable by the use of torches

Girls Just Wanna Have Fun!

Priyanka Sethurajan

Ana
15Duns
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Hint Hunt 2015/2016
Sophie Plowden
virtual tour round the National
Gallery and taking a selfie in
the style of Rembrandt – a task
which stalled several promising

Chrystall Prize

participants. Special

In March NHEHS hosted the final of the

commendations should go to

prestigious GDST Year 11 public speaking

the runners up: Emily Smith

competition, The Chrystall Prize. Our panel of

(Year 8 and favourite from last

judges was chaired by Radio 4’s

year), Julia Flint (Year 11) and

Sarah Montague, with journalist Rageh Omaar

Fiona Coutts (Year 8). All of

and TV executive Lorraine Heggessey.

them succeeded in graduating
as far as Chemistry, which was

Girls from the five competing schools each

no mean feat.

spoke for 7 minutes before taking 3 minutes of
questions from our audience of invited guests
and fellow Year 11 students. Emma Carrie, from
Newcastle High spoke on the concept of a just
war; Aida Karabu of the Royal High School, Bath,
on the notion that Modern life is rubbish; while
Sydenham High’s Alexandra Lindsay discussed
cyclical patterns, how they continue endlessly
and how we might break them. Lydia Buckroyd
from NHEHS, was runner up in the competition
speaking about the issue of the refugee crisis
and whether it is the UK's responsibility to
support refugees from around the world. The
winner was Putney High’s Imaan Ahmad with a
speech entitled ‘Secret surveillance‐ necessary
evil or just plain evil?’
The trophy, prizes and finalists’ certificates were
presented by Ealing’s Mayor, Councillor
Harbhajan Kaur Dheer . We are grateful to the
Mayor and parents, alumnae, Governors and
staff who came along to support the speakers.
We are also grateful to our distinguished judges
for their time and for their considered and
expert deliberations in the unenviable task of
deciding the winner.
Lauren Eells
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The Great NHEHS Hint Hunt

The winner, however, was in a

2016 was launched in assembly

league of her own. Once past

on the morning of 21 January:

Chemistry, she was

a race to solve fourteen

unstoppable, zipping through

diabolically difficult clues from

Psychology, Economics and

all different subjects. Thirty‐

History of Art in a flash as she

nine days later, on Monday 29

reached the final clue via

February at 21.14 pm, the

Wittgenstein, Prague and an

chances of sixty‐eight

ancient port on the south coast

participants from Years 7 to 13

of England.

were cruelly dashed, when the
sixty‐ninth competitor solved

So, the Grand Winner of the

the fourteenth and final clue.

Great NHEHS Hint Hunt 2016
and recipient of the £50 Ticket‐

The Hint Master, who worked

Master voucher is

closely with Miss Plowden, was

Lydia Buckroyd in Year 11 ‐

particularly impressed by the

many congratulations to her.

persistence, tenacity and sheer
ingenuity of all the students
who took part in the face of
such difficult clues.
Art in particular was fiendish: it
required taking part in a

Happiness
Saffy Andreae

This years’ GDST prize for creative writing was judged by distinguished
author Anne Fine. The competition is open to girls from the GDST’s 26
schools and this year, the theme was ‘Happiness’. Congratulations go to
Maya Biswas‐Whittaker, whose piece ‘A Letter to a Best Friend’ achieved
a Special Mention in the category for Year 12 and 13 writers. In the
Junior Section Carmen Hutchinson from Year 4 was the winner in the Year
3 and 4 category. Carmen’s story is entitled ‘Happiness Land’ and
Saffy Andrea (Year 12 ) went to talk to her about her writing.

After 10 minutes with Carmen, a

her character Thomas, a keen

games, and somewhere I’d be

smiling, confident girl who was

magician, Carmen has tried varying

very happy to go

more than happy to answer my

magic tricks and like Yasmine,

numerous questions, I felt we were

another of her characters, Carmen

I really hope that Carmen

kindred spirits as she proceed to

has a keen interest in fashion and

continues writing stories, and

inform me that, given free reign

crafts. When I asked Carmen how

judging by her enthusiasm for

with her £100 prize money, she

much of her story was based on

her latest piece exploring Mount

would inevitably spend it all on

her own experiences I was treated

Everest, I wouldn't be surprised

shoes!

to a description of an imaginary

to see more of her work around

land filled with chocolate

school . Please do go to the

Chatting to Carmen I really began

mushrooms, a location she likes to

NHEHS website to read her

to see parts of her in her story, like

create when she plays imaginary

winning story and keep an eye
out for more of her writing.

Sixth Form News
Rebecca Irwin
Our Year 12 students and their parents were treated to an informative evening led by Admissions tutors from
Nottingham University. As well as dealing with the practicalities of the UCAS process and providing an insight
into what universities are looking for, girls were given some useful advice on how make their applications
stand out. The importance of independent reading was stressed along with the need to start it early and make
notes on your thoughts. They were also urged to take full advantage of opportunities to attend taster days,
lectures and masterclasses.
Later that same week, and in complete contrast, the Sixth Form Centre was awash with mini Easter eggs and
the flurry of the traditional Sixth Form Easter Egg Hunt – marking the end of a happy, busy term as the girls set
off for a restful (and revision‐filled) holiday.
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